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Abstract

Genetic Programming (GP) is applied to various field. However, it is a problem that GP needs a

lot of execution time for large scale problems such as genome informatics. In this paper, we focus on

reducing computation time of GP. For this objective, we parallelize GP by island model on a personal

computer (PC) cluster system to identify exon-intron boundaries in DNA sequences which is example

of application. In addition, we described individuals as an one dimentional matrix to reduce the time of

migration which is a process of island model. The paralellized GP achieved linear speedup ratio on each

number of PC. Moreover, we show quality of solution to change on each number of PC.
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1 Introduction

Genetic Programming (GP) is applied to many real

world problems such as time series prediction, pattern

recognition and so on1). It is an advantage that GP can

produce various models represented as individuals be

cause they are described by structural representation such

as the tree structure. These individuals are candidate of

solution, and they are evolved through some genetic op

erations to find the optimal solution. For search better

solution by GP, GP need many individuals and genera

tions for accurate solution lead unacceptable computation

time. Parallel processing is one of the effective way for

the problem which need many computation time. Many

parallel computers have been utilized in recent years.

Nowaday, Personal Computer (PC) cluster consisting of

multiple PCs and network attract attention. Many par

allel GP with island model on PC cluster have been im

plemented and evaluated2). However, overhead of migra

tion in the island model disturbs high efficient processing

on PC cluster with distributed memory. We parallelize

GP on PC cluster to reduce execution time by represent-
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Non terminal node (Operator)

Fig. 1 An example of individual in GP.

ing individuals as one dimensional matrix to reduce tlte

overhead of migration, then it is evaluated. This paper

is organized as follows; we briefly introduce the GP in

Section 2. Section 3 shows the system environment of

the PC cluster, then explains how to parallelize GP. Sim

ulation results and discussions are described in Section 4

and Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Genetic Programming

2.1 Outline of Genetic Programming

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is one of the evolutionary

computing based on biological evolution. In GA, an in-
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Fig. 4 Mutation operation in GP.

Table. 2 Encoding of bases.

Fig. 3 Crossover operation in GP.

are operand whose value is 0 or 1.

2.2 Boundary between exon and intron

DNA sequences consist of four kinds of bases, Adenine

(A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine(T). DNA

can be divided into two parts; the exon and the intron. An

exon area hold the information to synthesis protein. The

intron does not have any information to synthesis pro

tein. The exon and the intron alternatively appear in the

DNA sequences. The intron has a rule which begins from

the "AG" and finishes at the "GT". Although many"AG"

and "GT" exist DNA sequences. So we need to decide

whether "AG" and "GT" are a boundary or not in every

1 NOT
2 AND OR XOR NAND NOR XNOR
3 M(2/3) (Majority decision)

NM(2/3) (NOT M(2/3»

dividual represents a solution of the problem.

Genetic Programming (GP) is an extension of GA.

While GA represents an individual by a one dimensional

matrix, GP represents an individual by a tree structure as

shown in Figure 1. Individual described by tree struc

ture can represent equations, models and relations among

article. Processes of GP shown by Figure 2 are the al

most same as those of GA except operation of crossover

and mutation operations. The crossover in GP means ex

change of subtree since the individual of GP represent the

structural model. The mutation is defined by changing

the operator in the non-terminal node to the other opera

tor with the same number of arguments.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the example of the

crossover and mutation operation in GP, respectively.

In this paper, GP generates a logic function to identify

the exon-intron boundaries in DNA sequences. The logic

function is represented a tree structure as shown in Fig

ure 1. An individual consists of a root node, non-terminal

nodes and terminal nodes. Each non-terminal node has a

operator which is kinds of logic function as shown Table

1. In Table 1, M(2/3) is majority decision of three argu

ment. NM(2/3) is inverter of the M(2/3). Terminal nodes
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Fig. 2 Algorithm of Genetic Programming.

Table. 1 Using operator in GP.
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Fig. 7 Encode sequence near by "GT"
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3 Parallel Genetic Programming

3.1 PC cluster

Fig. 8 Encode sequence near by "AG"
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PC cluster operates on multiple PC with a TCPIIP net

work. PC cluster can increase in throughput and extend

the a memory space by using multiple PC.

However, PC cluster has relatively large communica

tion overhead among PCs. Therefore the number and the

amount of messages have to be reduced as few as possible

for efficient use of PC cluster.

In this paper, we employ a beowulf type PC cluster

system. PC equip a Pentium III 933MHz processor and

256MB main memory. PCs are connected by 100Base-T

Ethemet and TCPIIP network. The system architecture is

shown in Figure 9. Each PC shares the hard disk on the

server by Network File System (NFS).

3.2 Message Passing Interface

In this paper, we used Message Passing Interface (MPI)

for the communication among PCs. MPI is a library

which are operated by C and FORTRAN language. MPI

provides easy communication among PCs4).

3.3 Island Model

We applied island model to parallelize GP. The island

model are called Distributed GA (DGA) in evolutionary

computation. In the island model, the population is di

vided into some sub-populations. Then a sub-population

is assigned to a Pc. PCs independently execute GP op

erations for the individuals in their own sub-population.

Every some generations, PCs exchange some individuals

each other. This exchange process is called as "Migra

tion". Since the number of individuals for a PC is de

creased and the genetic operations are executed in par

allel, the computation time can be reduced. In addition,
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Fig. 6 Rule of GT-AG.
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"AG" and "GT".

In this paper, we try to make a logic function by GP

that identifies the "AG"s and the "GT"s are the boundary

or not. The logic function generated by GP outputs 1 if

the focused "AG" or "GT" is a boundary. In other cases,

it outputs 03). For this objective, each base is encoded to

the binary as shown in Table 2. The binary inputs to the

logic function are made from the bases before and after

the focused "AG" and "GT".

The bases near by ''AG'' and "GT" as shown in Figure 7

and Figure 8 are respectively used as the sample to make

a model.

2.3 Definition Fitness

The fitness is defined by Equation (1).

T

fitness = LXi + 1.0,
i=l m

Fig.5 The structure of DNA.

In equation (1), T denotes the number of sample data,

m denotes the number of operator and operand. There

fore, fitness become larger when a model can correctly

identify more and more boundaries, and a model has

fewer and fewer operator and operand. GP needs long

computation times; In particular the fitness evaluation

dominates the total computation time2). To reduce the

computation time, we parallelize the GP by the island

model on PC cluster.
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Fig. 10 Island model and process of migration.

the variety of the population is also kept by the migration

process.

Figure 10 shows an example of island model using four

PCs and process of migration. The detail of the migration

is as follows;

1. A population is divided into four sub-populations,

and each sub-population is assigned to a PC.

2. The genetic operations are executed in parallel on

each PC, then the elite that has the highest fitness is

selected.

3. The elite is broadcasted for all the sub-populations.

4. Only one elite is randomly selected from the broad

casted elites, then it joins in the sub-population.

3.4 One Dimensional Matrix of Individual

In C language we can represent tree structure easily

by using of address pointer. However PC cluster is a dis

tributed memory system, so we have to exchange the data

not the address pointer but the actual value at the commu

nication among PCs. From this restriction, an individual

with a tree structure is represented by one dimensional

matrix. The matrix representation enables to directly ex

change the individuals among PCs without any additional

processes. There is two manners for the representation of

the tree structure by the one dimensional matrix. The one

is depth priority, and the other is width priority. In the

width priority manner, the nodes in a subtrees are placed

on the distributed position of the indiviqual. These dis

tributed subtrees are hard to extract for the crossover op

eration. On the other hand, those are placed on a local po

sition of the individual in the depth priority manner. This

1 2 345

~~

Fig. 11 A individual represented by prefix ar
rangement.

feature of the depth priority manner is an advantage for

the crossover operation. So, we employ matrix of depth

priority manner.

In the depth priority manner to represent thetree struc

ture, there is two way to arrange the nodes; prefix and

postfix arrangement5). In this paper, we employ the pre

fix arrangement.

4 Experiments and Discussions

4.1 Parameters of Simulation

The parameters to identify the·exon-intron boundaries

in parallelGP are as fbllows;

• The Number of individuals: 100

These individuals are divided into some sub

populations, then they are assigned to the PCs and

evolved for some generation.

• The Maximum number of nodes: 200

The number of operator and operand in a individual

is limited.

• The Maximum number of generations: 4,000

Evolution process is terminated when the generation

is arrived at 4,000.

• The Migration interval: 10

The migration is executed in every 10 generations.

• The Number of simulations: 10

10 runs for every experimental conditions from the

different initial individuals.

• The Number of PCs: 1,2,4,5,10

For load balancing, the number of PC are decided as

1,2,4,5 and 10 since the total number of individual

are 100.
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4.2 Experimental Results

Figure 12 shows the execution time of GP for 4,000

generation on each number of PCs. The execution time

is reduced as increasing of the number of PCs. The dif

ference between ''AG'' and "GT" boundary for execution

time causes by the number of extracted bases near by

"AG" and "GT".

Figure 13 shows the speedup ratio in each number of

PCs. The parallel GP nearly achieved linear speedup.

Figure 14 and Figure 15 shows the fitness for every 100

generation. As shown in those figures, the using of the

island modelled higher fitness value. In the case of the

"GT" boundary, the highest fitness value was achieved

when the number of the sub-populations was 5. On the

other hand, it was the highest fitness value for the "AG"

boundary when the number of the sub-populations was

10.

Identify "GT" boundary by logic function does not

need a lot of operand since simply tree of individual in

crease in GP operation. Increasing simple tree leads to

lose various individual in sub-population. On the other

hand, the case of identify "AG" boundary need a lot of

operand since complexity tree of individual increased. In

creasing complexity tree of individual lead to keep vari

ous individual in sub-population.

When used multiple PC, GP obtains the high fitness.

Therefore, it is thought because that the population could

be achieved the various evolution in each sub-population,

population is hard becoming convergence. Moreover,

comparing the case of 10 PCs with that of 5 PCs in Fig

ure 14, the GP achieves higher fitness. The number of

individual in sub population is too fewer as opposed to

problem, individual of sub population lose the various

evolution since general fitness go down.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we focus on to reduce the execution time

of GP by parallelization with island model on PC clus

ter system. For the benchmark, we selected the exon and

intron boundary identification problem for the applica

tion problem which is very important problem in bioinfo

matics. To reduce the communication overhead, we em

ployed the one dimensional matrix representation for the
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individuals which have thetree structure without the ad

dress pointer.

Parallel GP achieved linear speedup as increasing the

number of PCs by using of the island model to iden

tity both of "GT" and "AG" boundaries. In addition we

showed that the fitness value was improved when the ap

propriate number of PCs were used. To identification of

"AG" boundaries, it was needed to the complex tree struc

ture than that for the "GT" boundaries.

Since the obtained individuals included some redun

dant nodes, simplification of the generated logic function

is remained as a future work.
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